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Magnesia-spinel and magnesia-hercynite bricks for thermal shock applications often show an enhanced

crack propagation resistance due to an engineered microstructure design. In these materials, microcrack
networks resulting from the thermal expansion mismatch between magnesia matrix and spinel/hercynite
aggregates promote the activation of energy dissipating mechanisms within the so-called Fracture Process
Zone (FPZ) during loading. Fracture behaviour of magnesia-based model materials was investigated by
coupling a refined Digital Image Correlation method (2P-DIC) with the Wedge Splitting Test (WST). Despite
the rather similar elastic and dilatometric properties of spinel and hercynite single constituents, peculiar microcracking patterns were observed, especially in magnesia-hercynite. Extensive diffusion between
magnesia and hercynite during sintering led to the formation of spinel solid solutions around hercynite
aggregates. These solid solutions contributed to create numerous fine microcracks confined within the
diffusion zone. Initially present within the microstructure, microcrack networks promote an increase of
specific fracture energy during WST experiments. Strain fields measured by 2P-DIC revealed extensive crack
branching for magnesia-hercynite materials. The 2P-DIC and WST measurements showed that microcrack
networks promoted the development of the FPZ, which in turn induced higher fracture energies.
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Introduction
The production of Portland cement requires
a series of thermal treatments endured by
raw materials passing through different
feeds, most important of which is the rotary
kiln. The feed is primarily alkaline (basic) in
nature, it travels the rotating kiln on a refractory lining at temperatures ranging from
1000–1450 °C. During this travel time, refractories are subjected to extreme environments with changing thermal and chemical
conditions. Infiltration of alkali salts and
sulphurs in refractories is one of the main
wear mechanisms alongside thermal shocks
that can lead to crack propagation, thus
increasing the risk of brick spalling. More
over, the use of alternative fuels increases
the instability of the operating conditions by
introducing volatile components that further
increase the chemical wear of the lining.
The mixed nature of these solicitations
often means that a refractory has to exhibit

a good infiltration resistance through the
formation of a stable clinker coating, and a
very good thermal shock resistance among
other properties such as, corrosion resistance. For a long time, magnesia-chromite
bricks were used for their excellent thermal
shock resistance, good coatability and low
cost of manufacturing.
However, the use of chromite proved to
be toxic due to the cancerogenic nature of
CrO4 producing Cr (VI) as a result and leading to disposal problems. In order to solve
this safety and environmental issue, alternative chrome-free compositions, such as
magnesia-spinel and magnesia-hercynite,
were investigated to fit with the required
thermochemical and thermomechanical
properties [1].
The thermomechanical properties of model
magnesia-based materials have been the
main focus of the present research work. In
particular, the fracture behaviour has been
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considered as a key component in improving refractory thermal shock resistance.
Therefore, the Wedge Splitting Test (WST)
has been coupled to sophisticated optical
methods, such as Two-Parts Digital Image
Correlation (2P-DIC) in an attempt to bring
a deeper understanding of microstructureproperty relationships. Ultimately, the development of refractories based on advanced
microstructure design would increase the
reliability of the lining and reduce refractory
consumption per ton of produced cement.

Tab. 1 Composition of magnesia-based model materials
Composition
[mass-%]

Magnesia-Spinel
(MS)

Magnesia-Hercynite (MH)

Magnesia-Spinel/Hercynite
(MSH)

MS5

MS15

MS25

MH5

MH15

MH25

MSH5

MSH15

MSH25

MgO
(Matrix)

95

85

75

95

85

75

95

85

75

MgAl2O4
(Aggregate)

5

15

25

–

–

–

FeAl2O4
(Aggregate)

5

15

25

–

–

–

5

15

25

Experimental methods
For microstructure design purposes, sim
plified magnesia-based compositions have
been elaborated by RHI-Magnesita within
the framework of FIRE Delta project. Tab. 1
presents the model material compositions
that have been studied. A “pure” magnesia
material was used as a reference for the production of magnesia-spinel composites with
different contents of MgAl2O4 and FeAl2O4
spinels. In this model composite approach,
monophasic magnesia is referred to as the
matrix while the spinel, introduced in the
form of aggregates, account for inclusions.
The fracture behaviour of these materials
has been investigated by coupling the WST
with a refined 2P-DIC method. In fact, the
application of optical methods, such as
Digital Image Correlation (DIC), during the
WST offers an interesting panel of analysis
tools that can be used to evaluate displacement fields all over the test specimen. WST
offers an ideal configuration to achieve
stable crack propagation in heterogeneous
coarse-grained materials such as refrac
tories [2]. Thanks to this experiment, it is
possible to measure fracture parameters
such as the nominal notch tensile strength
(σNT) and the specific fracture energy (Gf)
relating to the brittleness of the materials.
In order to perform the WST, cubic refractory
samples of 100 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm
have been machined to accommodate WST
loading setup (Fig. 1). Then, sample surface
was sprayed with paint in order to produce
a satisfactory speckle pattern destined to
provide enough contrast for 2P-DIC measurements.
Crack propagation during the WST was
monitored using 2P-DIC, an accurate displacement field measurement method
that was specifically developed to detect
local discontinuities using a subset split-
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Fig. 1 Types of crack lengths quantified by 2P-DIC during a WST

ting procedure [3]. The 2P-DIC process uses
the same principle as subset-based DIC [4],
but an additional hypothesis is introduced
whereby each subset may contain a discontinuity. With the refined 2P-DIC approach,
the hypothesis of material discontinuity
is applied to each subset and can lead to
subset splitting. Therefore, an increased
crack spatial resolution can be expected
compared to standard DIC. 2P-DIC provides some interesting ways to analyse FPZ
development. In this sense, two types of
crack lengths can be measured using 2PDIC (Fig. 1), namely equivalent crack length
and cumulated damage length. The equivalent crack length corresponds to a straight
line going from the root of the notch to
the vertical position of the bottom-most
subset that contains a crack. On the other
hand, damage length calculates the sum of
all vertical or inclined subset segments affected by a discontinuity, meaning all crack
features including deviations and secondary
branches.
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Results and discussion
The thermal expansion mismatch between
magnesia and spinel/hercynite aggregates
promotes the occurrence of microcrack
networks within the matrix during cooling
after sintering [5]. In the case of hercynite
containing materials, it has been observed
through SEM and EDS analyses that a secondary spinel solid solution composed of
Mg, Fe, Al and O had precipitated after sintering. Thus, it is very likely that extensive
interdiffusion occurs between hercynite and
magnesia with chemical species migrating
both ways, as observed by other researchers [6].
In addition to this purely chemical aspect,
some damage features, and relatively fine
microcracks, mark the microstructure within
the diffusion zone, as shown in Fig. 2 a. In
fact, from Fig. 2 b, the microcracking pattern can be observed where microcrack
networks have been formed through interconnection of cracks that propagated
49
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Fig. 2 a–b SEM micrographs highlighting a) a diffusion zone around hercynite and
b) microcrack networks within the diffusion zone in the magnesia matrix

Fig. 3 Correlation matrix between microstructure parameters and some characteristics
extracted from Young’s modulus curves vs. temperature

Fig. 4 Young’s modulus (E) and Acoustic Emission (AE) vs. temperature for pure MgO and
materials containing 5 % of aggregates (types: S, H or SH)
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in a radial direction from the aggregates.
These microcracking patterns imply possible
interactions between stress fields coming
from the large hercynite aggregate and the
precipitates formed in the diffusion zone.
The occurrence of thermally induced micro
cracks is clearly highlighted by the hysteretic evolution of Young’s modulus at high
temperature, as shown in Fig. 3.
Such a behaviour is driven by various microcrack closure mechanisms during heating
and microcrack opening during cooling. In
order to complement Young’s modulus evolution, acoustic emission experiments were
performed using the same experimental
conditions (heating up to 1400 °C at a rate
of 5 °C/min). The main objective of this experiment was to detect damage occurrence
as a result of CTE mismatch during cooling.
As suggested by the curves in Fig. 4, the
number of hits during heating is negligible
compared to the cooling phase. Indeed,
starting at temperatures very close to
Young’s modulus drop, a strong increase of
hits takes place, which can be associated
with microcrack occurrence coming from
CTE mismatch. For composites containing
5 % of inclusions, very similar values of cumulated hits are obtained regardless of the
material. In contrast with composite model
materials, pure MgO material exhibits a reversible evolution of Young’s modulus (with
no hysteresis) vs. temperature and very limited acoustic emission during cooling. Fig. 3
presents a correlation matrix that has been
calculated in order to evaluate the impact
of the microstructure on Young’s modulus
evolution vs. temperature:
• F or all materials, higher inclusion fractions
lead to lower Young’s modulus values at
room temperature, suggesting increased
damage within the microstructure.
• T he amplitude of the difference between
Young’s modulus at room temperature
and at high temperature (ΔE = EMAX –
ERT) depends mainly on the ability of the
material microstructure to resorb and
heal microcracks at high temperatures.
This parameter correlates best with the
MgFeAlO4 content, which is present in
the diffusion zone of hercynite containing
materials. Thus, it is very likely that MH
and MSH materials, as opposed to MS,
embed finer, and more numerous microcracks which are easier to resorb due to
interdiffusion mechanisms.
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• T he drop temperature of Young’s modulus
during cooling increases with increasing inclusion fraction, which implies that
inclusion distribution within the matrix
might have a consequence on thermal
stresses. It is particularly so for hercynite containing composites, where inter
actions between thermal stresses coming
from the large hercynite aggregate and
the diffusion zone may take place, leading to an increase in micromechanical
stresses locally within the matrix. Consequently, the formation of interconnected
microcrack networks at the scale of the
diffusion zone might be promoted, as
shown in Fig. 2 b.
Ultimately, these results have shown that
inclusion fraction and nature are key microstructure design parameters for tuning the
thermomechanical behaviour effectively. In
fact, based on the comparisons made in this
study, diffusion mechanisms as well as the
presence of fine and larger microcracks in
hercynite containing materials offer a more
interesting synergy between the microstructure and thermomechanical properties. In
order to evaluate the extent of microstructure impact, the fracture behaviour at room
temperature was investigated thanks to the
coupling of WST and 2P-DIC according to
the setup presented in Fig. 1.
The fracture behaviour of model materials
has been evaluated during WST experiments using fracture parameters such as,
nominal notch tensile strength, specific
fracture energy and the brittleness number.
The brittleness number is a fracture par
ameter that relates to the ratio of elastic
energy stored in the material at crack initi
ation to the total fracture energy [7] and is
expressed as follows:

where L is a WST specimen dimension. As
such, materials with a reduced brittleness
exhibit a low strength and high fracture
energies.
According to Fig. 5, the brittleness number decreases with increasing inclusion
fraction. These results confirm the reduced
brittleness induced by microcracks. In contrast, the brittleness number increases for
a hercynite content above 5 % mainly due
to higher strength values but remains low.
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the brittleness number B’ vs. the inclusion content [mass-%]

These conclusions support the fact that
microcrack networks help considerably in
reducing the brittleness of the materials
by reducing the strength (σNT) and improving the crack propagation resistance (high
values of Gf). Such a reduced brittleness is
due to effective energy dissipation thanks
to microcrack networks. In fact, part of the
energy is dissipated due to diffuse damage
before localised damage takes place when
a critical tensile stress is attained locally.
Therefore, higher inclusion fractions lead to
the development of a much larger fracture
process zone (FPZ). However, the impact
of inclusion nature could hardly be identified based on this first analysis due to the
subtle differences that exist between the
investigated materials. Nevertheless, a better understanding can be reached based on
microstructural observations and a refined
fracture analysis taking advantage of crack
monitoring by 2P-DIC.
Prior to the analysis, 2P-DIC crack length
measurement accuracy was evaluated experimentally by comparison with a postmortem WST sample. As such, the upper
part of the sample surface used for 2P-DIC
measurements was prepared for SEM observations thanks to a carefully planned
protocol combining machining and polishing steps. Multiple micrographs were acquired, assembled to form one global SEM
image and then processed using image
analysis tools to extract the main crack
path. The comparison has been reported in
Fig. 6, where the main crack deviations are
highlighted by blue dashed horizontal lines
between the SEM and 2P-DIC image. As a
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first observation, the 2P-DIC image follows
the same trend as the SEM one but some
subsets come short of being linked to others
due to insufficient inclination limited by the
2P-DIC algorithm.
Nevertheless, the overall outcome of 2P-DIC
is very close to the post-mortem sample observed under SEM. In fact, the crack length
measured on the global SEM image was
estimated at 31,5 mm while the 2P-DIC
crack measures 28,7 mm, which is a rather
small difference. Thanks to this comparison
(Fig. 6), the reliability of 2P-DIC as a method to measure crack lengths during the WST
was validated.
Thanks to the optimisation of experimental
aspects around the application of 2P-DIC
during the WST, an effective fracture energy
has been calculated in order to take into account the impact of FPZ phenomena:

where Leff is the cumulated damage length
measured by 2P-DIC. In the current analysis,
the fracture energy was calculated at each
loading state of the WST using the corres
ponding crack length measured by 2P-DIC.
The objective of this approach is to evaluate the evolution of the crack propagation
resistance of a material and, to a certain
extent, the impact of the FPZ on fracture
energy.
In Fig. 7, the evolution of the effective fracture energy vs. crack extension for materials
containing 5 % of inclusions and pure MgO
has been reported. The grey area at the
51
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Fig. 6 Comparison of SEM observation of the post-mortem
WST sample (l.) with the 2P-DIC image (r.)

beginning of loading has been deliberately
disregarded due to an unstable evolution of
energy. Moreover, when the bottom of the
sample is reached, at the end of the experiment, an exponential increase of fracture
energy occurs. This effect is mostly related
to the confinement of the FPZ by the compressive zone above the bottom WST linear
support.
The curves follow a slight increasing trend
that is similar to the rising R-curve effect
reported in the literature for materials with
toughening mechanisms [8]. Moreover,
a characteristic plateau evolution can be
distinguished for MH5 and MSH5 which
globally exhibit higher values of effective
fracture energy compared to pure MgO and
MS5. Plateau fracture energies are relatively low (around 70 J · m–2 for (MH, MSH)
and 30 J · m–2 for (MgO, MS) given that
most macrocracks resulting from FPZ development are taken into account thanks to
2P-DIC.
Based on previous results, hercynite based
materials are likely to contain numerous
fine microcracks that consume more energy
through diffuse damage at the crack tip,
which might be less important in regular
spinel materials. Given the current measurement scale, the impact of diffuse damage
could not be monitored by 2P-DIC as part
52

Fig. 7 Evolution of the effective Fig. 4 energy (Geff) vs. cumulated
damage length for MgO, MS5, MH5 and MSH5

of cumulated damage length. Thus, higher
effective fracture energies were measured
for MH5 and MSH5. In fact, if all damage
features could be measured, very similar effective fracture energies would be measured
for the investigated materials. In essence,
effective fracture energy values could be
as low as a few J · m–2, in accordance with
studied materials’ intrinsic surface energies.
The present analysis underlined the characteristic rising R-curve behaviour that is
associated with the full development of
the FPZ and its wake. By using 2P-DIC to
measure crack propagation features such as
crack branching, effective fracture energies
could be measured for the materials with
great accuracy.
Nevertheless, given the nature of the material microstructures, especially that of
hercynite containing materials, it appears
quite clearly that a single measurement at
macro-scale is not sufficient to account for
all cracking features that consume energy.
Ultimately, the R-curve approach makes use
of the full potential of 2P-DIC in measuring
the evolution of crack propagation resistance, which is an essential material property.

Conclusion
In conclusion, coupling of optimised op
tical methods, such as 2P-DIC, with WST
led to the development of novel fracture
analyses that proved to be effective in the
understanding of microcrack network influence on crack propagation resistance.
From a fracture standpoint, 5 % inclusions
were sufficient to reduce the brittleness of
magnesia-based materials without degrading too much the strength value. In light of
effective fracture energy evolutions, it was
demonstrated that diffuse damage had an
important energetic contribution at microscale alongside FPZ phenomena acting at
a macro-scale. In hindsight, magnesia-her
cynite bricks have proven to be excellent
candidates for lining cement rotary kilns due
to their enhanced thermomechanical properties and their proven resistance against
corrosion by a lkali salts, especially in comparison to regular magnesia-spinel composites. In fact, the presence of hercynite generally leads to an ever-evolving microstructure
in the refractory system due to interdiffusion
mechanisms between hercynite and magnesia at high temperatures.
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